Methylation-specific sequencing of GSTP1 gene promoter in circulating/extracellular DNA from blood and urine of healthy donors and prostate cancer patients.
Hypermethylated promoters of cancer-related genes represent convenient targets for early cancer diagnosis and monitoring based on circulating/extracellular DNA (cir/exDNA) from human blood and urine. The frequency of detection of methylated tumor suppressor genes in plasma or urine samples is usually lower than in the samples of tumor tissue because of a low concentration of target DNA and potential polymorphism of cirDNA methylation. Sequencing of the methylated cir/exDNA of tumor suppression genes provides information about methylation of the cirDNA originating from the tumor cells, which is necessary for optimization of cancer diagnosis. In this work, by sequencing chemically converted cir/exDNA, we have studied the cytosine methylation profile of GSTP1 gene promoter (1001-1302, X08058) in the pool of cir/exDNA from the blood and urine of healthy men, prostate cancer (PCa) patients, and patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). We demonstrated that the data on cir/exDNA methylation could be obtained from sequencing of the cir/exDNA from blood and urine. The DNA isolated from blood plasma and the eluates of blood cells and urine of each patient were characterized by the same methylation profile of the GSTP1 gene. The profile of GSTP1 gene methylation in the extracellular DNA of PCa patients differs from the profiles characteristic of healthy donors and patients with BPH.